If

YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
your children's health

—by all means permit us to give
you exact information as to the
many advantages Beverly Hills
offers you. Exclusive, refined
and well restricted, Beverly
Hills is not expensive. No other
fully developed community
near Birmingham offers home-
sites of generous size at so mod-
erate a cost. If you desire to
build— you can do so imme-
diately as every improvement
is at hand. And we are pre-
pared to help you finance 80% of the cost.

A letter or telephone re-
quest will bring you
full particulars

Youth soon will be freed for three glorious months
of play—three months of summer days that are
childhood's own. Then is the time to fill up their
little growing bodies with the tonic that comes from
the sky. Don't be afraid—there can be no overdosage.
Let the streaming sunshine and fresh, crisp air of
Beverly Hills paint their cheeks with roses. Let the
venturesome feet of your little tots scamper over sun-
drenched fields toward deep-shaded woods and
beckoning hills—instead of hop-scooting to lines
chalked on busy pavements in cheerless city streets.
Beverly Hills—in the land of sky—invites you,
and your kiddies. Come live here where
there is health and happiness.
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